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Las Vegas Marriott Undergoes Multimillion Renovation 
Las Vegas hotel remodels 278 suites  

 

Las Vegas, NV – Everyone who visits Las Vegas dreams of hitting the jackpot. With the Las Vegas 

Marriott hotel’s amazing renovation set to be completed by October 2013, every guest truly is a 

winner.  

 

The hotel near the Las Vegas Convention Center is restyling its 278 suites to make the hotel as 

electrifying as the city that surrounds it while at the same time embracing a warmer, more boutique 

feel. 

 

Guests who walk along the Las Vegas Strip, just two 

blocks from the hotel, are bombarded with sensory 

overload, so the newly remodeled suites are the ideal 

spaces for a chic, relaxing getaway. The remodeled 

rooms now boast warm, neutral colors providing a nice 

escape from the bright, neon flashing lights of the city.  

Las Vegas is a city full of people, which is why Marriott 

has designed its suites with separate sitting and 

sleeping areas for guests to freely move around 

without feeling cramped. 

 

The custom-designed sitting areas boast new furniture 

so guests can spread out on elegantly appointed 

couches with grand views of the city outside their 

windows or relax while watching a movie on flat-

screen televisions. Signature red Marriott chairs and 

movable ottomans add a little style and comfort to the 

room. 

 

The sitting areas open to spacious bedrooms with 

elegant French doors separating the spaces so guests who can’t sleep due to the excitement of their 

casino successes won’t disturb those who are enjoying a sound night’s sleep on the Las Vegas hotel’s 

new mattresses. The luxurious beds are topped with down comforters, custom duvets, cotton-rich 

linens and plenty of fluffy pillows and sport modern headboards equipped with reading lights that 

extend on each side of the bed for late-night, unobtrusive reading.  

 

Visitors looking to buy tickets to a show on The Strip or make reservations at one of Las Vegas’ well-

known restaurants will appreciate access to high-speed wireless Internet with the hotel’s new GPNS 

technology.  

 

Renovations weren’t just contained to guest rooms. Several public spaces were updated throughout 

the hotel. Business professionals in town for a meeting will find more space to gather. Two of the 

hotel’s hospitality suites have been converted into meeting rooms with flexible space.  
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About the Las Vegas Marriott 

The Las Vegas Marriott is steps from the Las Vegas Convention Center. A nearby Monorail station 

can transport guests to multiple destinations along the Strip, which is just two blocks away. The all-

suite hotel features 278 rooms with separate sleeping and sitting spaces as well as six meeting 

rooms with 4,250 square feet of flexible space, Café 325 restaurant, an outdoor pool and whirlpool 

and state-of-the-art fitness center. For information, visit www.LasVegasMarriott.com and like the 

hotel on Facebook. 
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